Architectural Reflector Finishes
Architectural Colors & Finishes

Kurt Versen reflector finishes have been expanded to include the
Prescolite D2, LiteFrame® and MegalūmTM product lines, which
allows a common finish throughout the space.
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Finish options
Prescolite includes a wide variety of finish options, from Specular, which
creates a crisp quiet ceiling plane, to Softsheen™ and Softglow®, which
enhance the aesthetic of the ceiling plane.

Kurt Versen Specular

Specular

A visually quiet finish with a deep, glossy
appearance, the Specular by Kurt Versen
illuminates the architecture without
competing with it.

Specular is the standard finish for most
Prescolite fixtures. Specular gives a precise
cutoff for a glare-free ceiling appearance
with an iridescence suppressed Alzak
anodized finish.

Kurt Versen SoftSheen™

Semi-Specular

SoftSheen™ is an ‘in-between’ finish to the
Kurt Versen Specular and Softglow®; an
essence of ceiling brightness is apparent
while the resulting glare is diminished. In all
colors, the finish is capable of visually calming
these higher lumen sources.

Semi-Specular exhibits a slightly diffuse visual
appearance in the ceiling plane compared with
Specular, while also exhibiting an iridescence
suppressed Alzak anodized finish.

American Matte™ (MFC)

Kurt Versen Softglow®

Prescolite’s patented American Matte™ (U.S.
Patent No. 6,254,256) finish applies an evident
surface texture to the reflector. This gives a
softer cutoff with a dynamic brightness and
does not show fingerprints.

Kurt Versen Softglow® reflectors raise the ceiling
plane visually by creating controlled brightness
without glare at the aperture. Kurt Versen
Softglow® has a soft luminous effect somewhat
opposite that of a specular trim.

Paint options

Color Options
We offer an array of anodized and painted cone colors that,
with our finish options, will enhance the tone and color
within your space.
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Black
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Cone
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Flange
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